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Today

- About last year
- Registration
- Groups
  - Photo
- Course homepage
  - [http://www.it.uu.se/edu/course/homepage/devgui2/vt06](http://www.it.uu.se/edu/course/homepage/devgui2/vt06)

Student comments last year

- Strong points:
  - Group work, learning by doing.
  - 4.1 – about the course
  - 4.4 – relevance
- Weak points:
  - Too much work, more but smaller tasks
  - 3.2 – teaching method and learning
  - 3.5 – required knowledge
Changes

- (Maybe) try smaller groups
- Each assignment consists of a number of smaller tasks
- Scheduled help (posted on the course web page)

About the course

- Same setup as in UID 1.
  - Assignments
  - Groups
- Purpose
  - More GUI stuff…
    - Doing thing outside of standard Swing
  - Design Patterns
    - Programming the right way

Email list

- We use a mailing list for news, support and questions. Sign up.
  - https://mail.it.uu.se/wws/info/devgui2-vt06
- All mails sent to this list are public and archived at:
  - https://mail.it.uu.se/wws/arc/devgui2-vt06
Assignment 1

- specialized button with graphics but no icon
- multi-functional button
- a progress bar button
- Singleton

Multi-functional button